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From The Editor’s Pen
Where has the time gone? Autumn is nearly finished, few more weeks and winter is here again. Lots happening
this year and we hope that we could learn how to slow down a bit and enjoy the things that matter most in our lives. This
issue will give us an insight on what is happening this year including new releases from RAM and RBA. Hope you enjoy
the articles. Happy reading and collecting!
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Counterfeit pre-decimal coins
The article below is reproduced with the kind permission of the author, Mr Fred Lever. This article, and
others, are available as a reference book. If you’d like to buy a copy, please contact me and I'll pass on
the message to Fred.

There are three broad categories of fakes, all intended to make money out of little. The
first category is a coin, which is cast or die-stamped from metal. The second is a coin that
is altered to look like a more expensive coin.
Fairly current examples of these first two categories spring to mind are the $2 fake coins
that appeared a couple of years ago and date altered pre-decimal coins such as 1923 halfpennies and 1930 pennies. In the last century around the early 1930s to 1950s living conditions were very tight with not much money available and the temptation to create a bit of
wealth was very high. The third associated category that has only just surfaced is the so
called ―replica‖ coin, but more of this later.

"Do it yourself" coin forging
Desperate individuals would pour low melt metal into crude casts so as to create what they
could pass off as a two shilling (florin or ―Two Bob‖) or shilling (―Bob‖) coin.
This may not sound like a profitable venture but fifty or sixty years ago, two shillings
(twenty cents) could go a long way. As the coins in question were silver or at least silver
coloured, any similar coloured metal was utilised. This was usually an aluminium-lead alloy
from scrap parts, although in some ―higher class‖ efforts silver was used. Some extremely
good counterfeits used a fine grade silver and were die struck! Presumably here the profit
was achieved by the low labour cost and pilfered or laundered metal.

https://www.drakesterling.com/coins-for-sale/news-wire/news-wire/counterfeit-pre-decimal-coins
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Cast or die-struck counterfeit coins
The moulds for pouring a cast coin were contrived by using standard foundry techniques
with moulding sand or by using an amateur ―short life‖ mould from impressions of a coin
hand-pressed by a vice into a suitable material such as wood or leather. A coin provided
the male ―pattern‖ and the female impression produced in the medium then gave a passable likeness.
A give-away with a lot of these cast coins is the presence of ―tails‖ in the finished product.
These are the points in the moulding corresponding to the passages into which the metal
was poured and where the displaced air escaped. Once removed from the mould the tails
have to be filed off to complete the shape of the coin. A close look at the rim of any cast
coin will reveal a likely point where this took place. A ―blow‖ mark may exist on the rim
where a bubble of air has been trapped.
On more professional levels, forgers may have had access to copying and press minting
machinery. In days gone by, there were plenty of firms whose business was making cast or
pressed medallions, medals and commemorative coin size pieces. These were normally produced on a limited scale and had nothing to do with circulating coinage. It does not take
much of a stretch of imagination to realise that the machinery that was punching out your
prize-winning club medallions by day might be punching out rather different silver and gold
discs by night!
A much cheaper shot at deception was the ―silvering‖ of a common halfpenny to pass off as
a shilling and silvering of a penny to pass off as a two shilling piece. Very profitable if you
could get way with it. Silvering was achieved crudely as using silver paint, hot lead wiping,
Mercury wiping, or, the good old standby, chrome plating. In the main, these efforts were
quite amateur in process and nothing much more than trying to stretch a meagre income

A concern to the coin hobby
The more serious concern today is the previously mentioned replica die-struck coins. To my
horror, I see traders offering almost any pre decimal coin in the rare copper dates and even
silver coins in uncirculated condition of any date. This surpasses the normal offering of dud
1923 halfpennies and dud 1930 pennies by a long chalk and is dangerous in several respects.
One: They are counterfeiting the 1911 to 1964 currency of the Commonwealth. Being noncirculating coins does not alter the illegality of the procedure, as I understand the law.
Two: They threaten the security of our hobby by producing coins that can be passed off as
rare and valuable specimens. When the replica in question is struck with enough differences for any half-knowledgeable coin enthusiast to pick, I don’t see too much of a practical problem. The problem really arises when the replica is mint perfect.
With modern copying and die producing equipment, to reproduce the less complex images
on pre-decimal coins is a piece of cake. I fear that even if the original intention of the makers is to provide replicas, these things are going to get artificially aged and toned to be offered down the line as the genuine article. What one sees as a result is a near perfect coin,
better than the best of forgeries! So when presented with a nice coin at a show or shop,
which is ―near almost uncirculated but toned‖, how are you going to know it’s the real
thing, apart from your knowledge of the coin face.
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Coin counterfeits: Some examples
I doubt that anybody would attempt to pass off a counterfeit 1930 penny as the buyers, in
this case, would be especially on their guard. However, a lower priced coin such as the
1923 halfpenny may not attract such close scrutiny, particularly if the buyer is new to coin
collecting. A coin such as this has already appeared on a popular internet auction and not
stated to be a replica. I have seen some coins where the word ―fake‖ or ―copy‖ is built into
the design, but coins such as those, below left, have no such warning. Most collectors will
be pretty familiar with the obverse of the George V bust. The image remained very constant over the years and a variation or lack of detail not caused by wear on the King’s effigy or lettering will be apparent. However, the date numerals on the reverse of a typical
genuine coin tend to vary a great deal from year to year as some of the numerals were
hand punched onto the working dies. This can confuse the issue and a direct comparison
with the same variety of date is necessary. Fortunately, there are not too many varieties of
the 1930 and 1923 coins.
Study the coins shown below, the duds are left and typical genuine on the right. Note the
differences in letter style, spacing and subtle differences in the effigies. Buyer beware!

Cont’d...
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Back to common coin duds
Leaving the serious stuff there, let us look at some examples of pre-decimal hokey pokey.

The 1939 halfpenny, has been wiped with lead solder. The wiping is a bit clumsy but never
mind, if you throw it into a pile of silver coins and don’t look too close, it passes nicely as a
―One Bob‖ piece. The 1947 copper penny has had a swim in the plating vat and come out
all chrome and shiny. Because of the greater size than a two shilling it would stand out a
bit, but worth a try at a busy pub or somewhere else where the cash of all sizes was flying
back and forth over the counter.

The 1926 two shilling is a cast aluminium/lead alloy coin. It is not a bad effort. The coin
weighs in at 10.6g a bit short of the 11.3g correct weight and is about correct dimensions.
Note the coin is ―upset‖ as well making it a double error!

The 1932 florin, above, is an upmarket model with good detail but certainly cast as the
pouring or relief point can clearly be seen on the reverse side rim at 3 o’clock. The maker
of this one was certainly ―going for gold‖. Check the date: It’s the scarcest of the florins.
This coin is not quite up to the standards of ―Twible and Manders‖, the renowned and documented strikers of ―Replica‖ Florins in the 1930s.
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The coin above, shown on the left, very interesting fake florin. A normal coin is shown for
contrast, right side images. The fake has the appearance of having been struck on a copper
planchet. While lightly struck, some of the detail is quite fine causing doubt that this is a
cast coin. There are the remnants of obverse lettering from the donor coin, a penny! Look
at the obverse especially around 12 o’clock for the original struck lettering ―BRITT OMN‖
and the orb of the crown. It appears this coin was made with penny as the donor and then
die struck and coloured to achieve a florin look alike. This coin was created by a forger with
enough resources to create or borrow a die set and stamp the coin in a suitable press. The
first image left shows the obverse of the fake next to a standard penny; the second image
above shows the reverse next to a standard florin.
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The 1932 penny, shown above, has a typical grainy surface and a defect on the rim corresponding to the pour point of a cast coin. The obverse has shrink stress lines over the face
and the reverse has a chunk missing at the pour point at the top. All in all you would wonder why anyone would try to cast a penny and this one was certainly a failure.
The 1953 halfpenny, shown below, has been coloured silver and provided with a milled
edge for extra proof of authenticity as being a shilling! Over the years the silvering has discoloured but the milling remains intact.

FRED LEVER’S
REFERENCE BOOK
AUSTRALIAN PRE-DECIMAL
AND DECIMAL
VARIETY AND ERROR COINS
16TH Edition
Available both in Book and CD
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Typo for the ages printed on 46 million new $50
notes
It was billed as the next generation of banknotes – with improved security and top-tobottom clear windows – but the numbers folk at the Reserve Bank missed one important
step in the tech-heavy journey: spell-check.
An anonymous tipster armed with eagle eyes, a magnifying glass and, presumably, a little
free time, alerted radio stations to a typo on the new $50 bank note that has escaped everyone's attention since 46 million of them were rolled out in October 2018.

The RBA has confirmed the word 'responsibility' is incorrectly spelled 'responsibilty' – without the third 'i'. The error sits in near-microscopic text above Edith Cowan's shoulder.
The total value of the misprinted notes is $2.3 billion. The RBA issued a statement on
Thursday morning saying it was aware of the typo and that it would be corrected at the
next print run.
It is not yet known how long the RBA has known of the error.
The new notes, which still feature Australian heroes of social change Edith Cowan and
David Unaipon, were revealed to the public in February last year and circulated in October.
RBA Governor Philip Lowe said at the time: "Improved security and ease of recognition underpin the design of the new $50 banknote."
A bulletin from 2016 said the purpose of the new designs was to maintain public confidence
in banknotes as a secure method of payment and store of wealth.

https://www.smh.com.au/national/oops-typo-for-the-ages-printed-on-46-million-new-50-notes-20190509p51ljw.html
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"The process has involved integrating artistic designs that reflect Australia's cultural identity with a range of complex technical features designed to make the banknotes very difficult to counterfeit," the bulletin said.
Next generation $10 and $5 notes are also in circulation. The new $20 note is expected to
be released this year.
The designer of the bill, Garry Emery, of Emery Designs, declined to comment when contacted by The Age and The Sydney Morning Herald.

PNS Coin, Medal & Banknote Fairs: South Perth Community Hall
(corner South Terrace and Sandgate Street) on:
18th May 2019
The fairs are held 9.00am – 2.00pm. There will be buying and selling, free valuations
and advice on any aspect of coins, medals, tokens and banknotes.
FREE ADMISSION. Please just turn up to the hall at the corner of South Terrace and
Sandgate Street, South Perth where there is plenty of parking.

Cont’d...
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Double Curved Clipped Planchet Coin
Error

Australia 5c 1981 Double Clipped Planchet Error

As a follow on to the entries about clipped planchet coin errors we’ve decided to put up a post
on the double curved clip coin error. You can see an example of this sort of coin error above.
This 1981 5 cent exhibits two distinct curved planchet clips at 90 degrees from each other.
These errors are a lot more unusual than the single curved clip coin errors and for some denominations from some countries are almost non existent. We’ve seen less than a couple of
dozen double clipped Australian coins in the last 10 years. Given their scarcity we feel they are
an undervalued error and we’d recommend picking them up where you can.

How Double Curved Clips Are Made

To give you an idea of how these errors occur please take a look at the diagram above. Typically coin blanks are punched from a metal strip in rows. The rows are usually offset from each
other (like the courses of bricks on a house) to more fully utilize the metal in the strip. In the
example above the first row of blanks has been punched out correctly. However, for due to
some material feeding fault or machine error the metal strip has moved from where it should
have been punched so that coin blank 3 is punched out of an area that already had coin blanks
1 and 2 punched from it. This results in 2 curved clips on coin blank 3.
There are many variations on this sort of clip. The picture of the 5 cent coin above probably
happened because of something like that show above as the curved clips are 90 degrees apart..

https://www.australian-coins.com/error-coins/double-curved-clipped-planchet-coin-error/
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Coin Cud Error and Die Chip Error

1966 1 Cent with Obverse Cud

The so called coin cud or die chip error coin happens when a part of one of the dies that strikes
the coin actually breaks off. When this broken die strikes a coin the result is a new raised feature (usually looking like a blob) on the surface of the struck coin. The blob mirrors the incuse
feature on the die where the die broke. Coin cuds or die chip errors are reasonably common,
and unless the cud is particularly large usually only worth a small premium. A lot of the US
Morgan Dollar VAM’s are defined by cuds or die breaks and these can often carry a larger premium over the non variety coins.

Cuds vs Die Chips
The most common form of coin cud error is the rim cud, where part of the die that forms the
rim of the coin breaks away and any struck coins have a raised element that extends around
part of the rim. You can see this type of cud on the coin in the image shown at the start of this
article. In some cases a coin may have 2 or more rim cuds. Rim cud errors are (relatively)
common because the rim of the die is easily damaged in storage and transport. Cud errors can
also occur in the main part of the coin design, usually these happen in weaker points of the
coin design where part of the die breaks away because of excessive use. These cuds can be
smaller and harder to spot, but they still form an interesting variety that some collectors are
interested in.
One of the best known cud errors of this type is found on the iconic Australian Mob of Roos dollar coin. Known as the Rabbit Ear Dollar you can see an example of this below.

Large Rabbit Ear Cud

https://www.australian-coins.com/error-coins/coin-cud-coin-error-and-die-chip-error-coin/
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Very Large Cuds
Sometimes when the cud is very large you can actually see the effect of the metal flowing to
fill the cud as weakness on the opposite side of the coin. The 1943Y penny shown in the image below is a particularly fine example of this. The impressively large reverse cud has resulted in clearly visible strike weakness on the obverse with almost all of the letter F missing
at about 3 o’clock in the legends.

1943Y Penny Large Reverse Cud / Obverse Weakness
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New vertical $10 bank note featuring iconic
Canadian Viola Desmond now in circulation

The Bank of Canada issued on November 19, 2018 the new vertical $10 bank note featuring the portrait of social justice icon Viola Desmond, during a ceremony at the Canadian
Museum for Human Rights (CMHR) in Winnipeg. Canadians will start to see this new note
over the coming weeks and months as it gradually enters into circulation alongside existing $10 notes.
Bank of Canada Governor Stephen S. Poloz and Wanda Robson, Viola Desmond's sister,
spoke about Desmond's legacy and the ongoing pursuit of human rights and social justice
in Canada. They spent the first new bank notes at the CMHR, which itself is featured on
the back of the new note.
―Bank notes are not only a secure means of payment that Canadians can use with confidence. They also tell the stories that have shaped our country,‖ said Governor Poloz.
―Now, each time this new vertical $10 bill changes hands, it will remind us of our continued pursuit of human rights and social justice in Canada.‖
The new $10 note, Canada’s first vertical bank note, features enhanced security features that are easy to check and difficult to counterfeit. These include




a colour-shifting eagle feather, which changes from gold to green;
detailed metallic images in and around the large transparent window—the Library of
Parliament’s vaulted dome ceiling, maple leaves, and Canada’s flag and coat of arms;
 raised ink on the portrait, the word ―Canada‖ and the large number at the bottom; and
 the use of a single piece of smooth polymer with transparent areas for each note.
―In 1946, Viola Desmond took a courageous stand against injustice that helped inspire a
movement for equality and social justice in Canada,‖ said Jennifer O’Connell, Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Finance, who spoke at the $10 bank note event. ―More
than 70 years later, we honour her as the first Canadian woman to appear on a bank note,
and hope her story inspires the next generation of Canadians to follow in her footsteps.‖

https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2018/11/new-vertical-10-bank-note-featuring-iconic-canadian-viola-desmond/
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Desmond, a successful Nova Scotia businesswoman, defiantly refused to leave a whites-only
area of a movie theatre in 1946. Her court case was an inspiration for the pursuit of racial
equality across Canada. A map of the historic North End of Halifax, where she lived and
worked, is also shown on the note.
The back of the note carries Desmond’s legacy into the present with several images and symbols. These include the CMHR, the first museum in the world dedicated solely to the evolution, celebration and future of human rights. Its criss-crossing ramps symbolize the history of
human rights in Canada and the world—a history of setbacks and contradictions, but built on
strength and hope.
The back also features an eagle feather, representing the ongoing journey toward recognizing
rights and freedoms for Indigenous peoples in Canada; an excerpt from the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms; and a pattern of laurel leaves, an ancient symbol of justice, which is
found in the grand entrance hall of the Supreme Court of Canada.
The new $10 bank note will be rolled out in Canadian financial institutions starting November
19, 2018. It will gradually replace other $10 bank notes in circulation, including the Canada
150 commemorative note and the Frontiers series $10 note, as they wear out.

New Release from Australia Post

Anzac Day 2019 postal numismatic
cover
$19.95

Anzac Day 2019 stamp and medallion cover
$19.95

The Queen's Birthday 2019 stamp
and medallion cover
$24.95

International Year of Indigenous
Languages 2019 postal numismatic
cover
$17.95
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New Release from Royal Australian Mint

$35.00

$15.00

$15.00

$15.00

$15.00

$65.00

Are you interested in the collection and preservation of
coins and banknotes? Do you have an interest in the
historical record which is captured by currency? Do you
wish to learn more about coins and banknotes?
Join others who are like minded and come along to our
monthly meetings held at the CWA Hall in
Wellington Street, Bunbury WA at
7:45pm the first Tuesday of every month.
For more information you can contact us on:
(08) 9726 0665 or 0414 586102
E-mail: info@southwestdistrictcoinclub.com

2019 Auction dates
Sunday - 23rd June
Sunday - 22nd September
Sunday - 1st December

Holds meetings on the last Wednesday
of every month (except December),
commencing 7.30pm, and visitors are
welcome to attend.
VENUE: Collins Street Centre cnr Collins and Shaftesbury Sts., South Perth.
Collins Street is off the Canning Highway on the right-hand side as you
travel from Perth, two blocks before the Douglas Avenue intersection.
There is plenty of off-street parking available right in front of the Centre.
PNS Coin, Medal & Banknote Fairs: South Perth Community Hall
(corner South Terrace and Sandgate Street) on:

Saturday - 18 May
Saturday - 10 August
Saturday - 12 October
Saturday - 28 December

The fairs are held 9.00am – 2.00pm. There
will be buying and selling, free valuations
and advice on any aspect of coins, medals,
tokens and banknotes.

Dealers are welcome and should
register with Mr. Walter Bloom by
email.

FREE ADMISSION. Please just turn up to the
hall at the corner of South Terrace and
Sandgate Street, South Perth where there is
plenty of parking.

Meetings are held on the second Wednesday
of each month.
6:15 pm to 8:00 pm.
The venue for the meetings is Mandurah Library on Pinjarra Road.
For further information, contact Jo:
email: prng@southwest.com.au
phone: 0415 967 109

Our Next Meeting will be on
4th JUNE 2019
7:45PM @ CWA Hall, Bunbury

